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Abstract: Recommender Systems (RS) have developed into an 

important application in several user domains. RS may aid users 
to discover appropriate items in vast data. The selection of journal 
publication is generally based on the research domain or topics of 
document. The traditional method for journal recommendation is 
carried out by analyzing the document and matching its topics 
with relavent journal utilizing content-based examination. 
Though, this approach might create errors because of disparities 
in manuscript comparisons. In this paper, a novel Jaccard based 
Journal Finder Neural Network is proposed with pearson 
correlation coefficient (JJFNN-PC) for journal recommendation. 
The proposed recommender system allows the researchers to 
automatically find appropriate publication with journal title and 
abstract. Similarity coefficient is computed among the journal 
database and journal title and abstract of user distinctly through 
Jaccard similarity. The obtained outcome is used for training the 
novel JFNN that automatically find appropriate publication for 
user research article. The pearson correlation coefficient is 
established to validate the correlation between title and abstract of 
the recommended journal. The experimental result of automatic 
journal selection process provides the exact journal list and 
obtained better performance with accuracy of 98.41%. 
 

Keywords: Recommender system, journal, JFNN, Jaccard's 
similarity, Pearson Coefficient.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advancement in the web technologies in the recent 

past has attracted both common people and the e-commerce 
society to have their trade-off with mutual benefits. The 
e-commerce organization has the ultimate goal for profit with 
enhanced customer satisfaction and retention [1]. For 
accomplishing their objectives, the e-commerce society has 
established a recommender systems (RS) that suggest the 
products based on the preferences and the behavior of the user 
[2]. The RS has solved the problem of plenty for the 
customers/users. Each sites has their own RS that are probable 
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to fit their customers requirement [3]. 
Many researchers had developed different RS for various 

domains, however the attention in RS grows with increased 
user demands on products. Henceforth, there is a requirement 
for the high quality RS with the capability to provide 
recommendation at fine-tuned level for complex applications 
[4]. One such complex domain is the research paper 
recommendation, which is valuable resource for the 
researchers over the vast amount of journals in the repository 
[26]. Many researchers find it difficult to publish their work in 
the appropriate journal and experience delay in publication. 
Hence in the present work, a novel Journal Finder Neural 
Network (JFNN) was proposed to aid the researchers. The 
proposed system is fundamentally developed with the novel 
SIGMOID2 function with Jaccard Similarity (JS) for 
automatic journal recommendation that provide an improved 
search performance with better accuracy. 

The following contributions are accomplished to propose 
the intended RS as: 

1. Developing JS that retrieves all similar journals with 
journal title and abstract.   

2. Improving the automatic journal recommendation 
process and provide the exact journal selection of search with 
JFNN–Sigmoid2 based on JS. 

3. Estimating the fitness of recommendation with Pearson 
correlation coefficient and estimate the proposed RS 
performance. 

The proposed RS is described in the subsequent sections 
as: Section 2 includes the works related on RS; Section 3 
clarifies the proposed RS approach; Section 4 presents all the 
established results with inferences; the final section provides 
a conclusion. 

II.  REVIEW ON RELATED WORKS 

The Collabrative filtering technique was implemented over 
the citation-web for generating the rating matrix among the 
scholarly papers. This work was intended for recommend 
certain additional features using the relationship of paper and 
its citation with the given paper. Six diverse algorithms are 
investigated for citation selection and evaluated offline [5]. 

The work distinguished the relations among the research 
papers to be direct and indirect with three approaches viz., 
content-based, citation analysis, and citation context to 
establish those relations. from comparison the citation 
analysis is found to be the appropriate method for 
recommending the research paper with additional features [6]. 
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A novel Scholarly paper recommender system was 
proposed based on the networking and social learning among 
the conference participants. The recommender algorithm 
provided the list of research papers based on the established 
social ties of participants with other conference [7,8] 

Lu et al. 2014 generated the recommendations of news with 
multi-dimensional similarity that was integrated with 
Jaccard-Kmeans clustering.  

The result provided has enhanced the scalability and the 
accuracy of the recommendation system despites of data 
sparsity [9]. 

The survey of text similarity approaches presented to 
measure a resemblance concerning sentences, words, text and 
paragraphs is a significant component in numerous challenges 
like data retrieval, word-sense disambiguation, text 
clustering, automatic essay scoring, machine conversion and 
document summarization [10]. The granularity among 
character N-gram and word N-gram in managing multilingual 
automated arrangement was furthermore examined the 
granularity among character N-gram and word N-gram in 
tackling multilingual automated arrangement. The 
experimental results displayed the word N-gram are much 
effectual than word granularity in resolving multilingual 
arrangement. Utilization of Jaccard index measures in two 
collections of patterns are same, and it tries to measure the 
resemblance concerning trusted patterns and recently 
discovered patterns, but it intended for particular problematic, 
lacking [11]. 

The Cluster-based similarity aggregation (CSA) was 
presented with programmed resemblance aggregating scheme 
for analogous ontology. The scheme initially computed five 
dissimilar fundamental measures to generate five resemblance 
matrixes. Pre-alignment is attained from the matrix to provide 
higher suggested scheme accuracy [12]. 

The usage of machine learning along with techniques for 
classifying the document automatically for managing large 
numbers of news articles, or web page descriptions, 
lightening the load on domain expert was extensively 
described. It developed to allow network-based utilization or 
workflow schemes to manage data much more effectually 
[13]. 

The automatic text classification was presented with the 
storage and retrieval of text. It offered the simplicity of 
utilizing and capability for dynamically acclimatizing to 
novel text forms. The simulated result showed the outcomes 
of document classification that fulfill the requirements of 
high-volume application [14]. The model was presented for 
automatically categorizes the text. Programmed text 
categorizations are usually demarcated as a text-based 
assignment of more predefined classifications to documents 
that was deliberated as text-based RS [15].  

The Content-based Journals RS was presented with a 
hybridization of softmax regression and chi-square feature 
selection. It recommends the realted journals by order of 
priority with the document abstract, and the experimental 
outcome provided 61.37% accuracy [16].  

Several works in the literature highlights supporting access 
and navigation problem in large scientific publications 
libraries, mostly from a perspective of Information Retrieval. 
Yet there are numerous works who have taken into 

justification personalization-based methods to difficult, 
significant to improve the RS before search engines. In this 
paper, novel JJFNN-PC with sigmoid2 was proposed to 
enhance the results provided by the similarity measure 
designed. And also improve the automatic journal 
recommendation to search and select the appropriate journal 
with better accuracy 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The main goal of JJFNN-PC is providing personalized 
access to documents retrieved. The overall design flow of 
JFNN with Sigmoid2 is shown in fig 1. Web User Interface 
devoted to the user for profile creation and management, once 
the user uploaded the title and abstract of the paper. The given 
informations are extracted to discover the similarity of 
journals by using the JS. A JFNN with sigmoid2 function 
devoted to build and maintain individual user profiles; 
retrieve query results from the scientific journal collection 
and then recommend appropriate journals. The outcomes 
from JFNN is evaluated with the pearson correlation 
coefficient to enhance the accuracy on journal 
recommendation. 

 

Fig. 1. Overall design flow of JJFNN-PC with Sigmoid2 

Jaccard similarity  
The Jaccard similarity between any two objects or data, and 

b are estimated with the equation (1) as 

J(A,B)=|A∩ B|/|A∪ B|                                           (1) 

Similarity measure runs faster and also improves the 
quality of results. In the current work, two different features 
are employed for the journal recommendataion i.e. the journal 
title and journal abstract. Let  J[1], J[2] … J[P] be the sets of 
journal articles JA with journal title (TX) and journal abstract 
(AX). If the journal paper of user has the title  (TY) and 
abstract (AY) the similarity measures among the two title and 
abstract are estimated as in equation (2) and (3).  

For title: J(TX,TY)=|TX∩ TY|/|TX∪ TY|                            (2) 

For abstract: J(AX,AY)=|AX ∩ AY|/|AX ∪ AY|                                       

(3) 
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The cumulative similarity for the journal n the journalist is 
given as  

Jaccard_Sim= J(TX,TY)+ J(AX,AY)                       (4) 
When the estimated Jaccard_Sim has the value higher than 

0.75, the journal is found to be recommended.  
Pseudo code for Jaccard similarity 
Algorithm 1 Jaccard Similarity Measure 
1: Procedure [JS_Title, JS_Abstract, Jaccard_Sim, Recom, 

Not_- Recom ] = JSMAbstract, Title, Journals  
Each Journal contains Research Articles 

2: Journal← {J{1}, J{2},…,J{p}} 

3 ;  

: ;  

:    

;  ;  

7:  do 

  do 

 AY  abstract of JiAj; TY Title of JiAj 

    
11:    

12:     
13: end    
14: end   

15:  Number of rows in  

16:    Number of columns in  

17:    

18: for  do 

19: for  do 

20: if  then 

21:     
22: break    
23: end    
24:end    
25:end   

26:  Set 
difference 

Journal Finder Neural Network (JFNN)  
It contains three sequential layers as shown in fig 2. Each 

scheme fundamentally has a three successive layered scheme 
as namely input, output and hidden layer. 

Input layer: The input values are provided.for the journal 
recommendation through the Proposed JFNN, three inputs are 
provided viz., Jouranal ID, journal title (JT) and journal 
abstract (JA). Hence there are three nodes at the input layer. 

 

Fig. 2. The general structure of JFNN 

 Hidden layer(s):In general hidden layers are a collection 

of neurons among in and out layers, it might be either single or 
multiple layers. In the proposed JFNN there are four nodes at 
the hidden layer. 

Output layer: Generally, it has two nodes and the outcome 
values might be, 0 (not recommended) and 1 (recommended)  

Hidden units are added to the network one by one. Every 
fresh hidden element accepts a weighted association from 
each and every net’s actual inputs and likewise from each 

earlier hidden unit. Each new unit, therefore, adds a new 
single-unit layer to the network. The processing capabilities 
are stowed in internal unit association strengths, called 
weights. Input strength is contingent on weight ranges. 
Weight range may be negative-positive, or zero. Negative 
weight denotes the signal is decreased or inhibited. Zero 
weight denotes that there is no any association between two 
neurons. Weights are adjusted to attain the necessary 
outcome. This process of adjusting weights of nodes is 
performed during the training and the obtained JFNN may 
either recommend a journal or not recommend it. 

 The most normally used sigmoid activation function is a 
given by 

                                                              (3) 

Where,                                              (4) 

The sum denotes a weighted inputs and weights product 
summation between the layers. For better learning and 
accuracy, a novel sigmoid2 activation function is introduced 
as in equation (5) for the layers. 

                                   (5) 

 

Fig. 3. Sigmoid2 function 

Pseudocode for sigmoid2 function 
Algorithm 2 Sigmoid2 function 
1:  
2:     

  

Pseudocode for JFNN with sigmoid2 
Algorithm 3 Journal Finder Neural Network with 

SIGMOID2 

 
   

 Number of rows in    
3: for  do 
4: 
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5:end   
6: ;   
7:  Set of learnable parameters for the forget 

gate.   
8:  Another set of learnable parameters.   
9:  Set of learnable parameters, defined for the 

input gate.   
10:  Set of learnable parameters, defined for 

output gate.   
11: ;    
12: for  do 
13:      

14:   
    
16:    
17:    
18:     
19: end   
20: Set ,  and optimizer to define 

 Network    
21: Normalize the dataset  into values from  to .   
22: Select training window size  and organize  

accordingly   
23: for    
24: Train the Network     
25: end   
26: Run Predictions using    
27: Calculate the loss function    
Pearson Coefficient 
Pearson Coefficient computes similarity by drawing a line 

between attributes of two objects. Correlation between two 
objects results in a positive slope line. Pearson Coefficient is 

more robust to un-normalized data. For the given JS title and 
JS abstract, the aggregate column and rows of JS title as well 
as abstract are considered as the matrix by sum together the 
matrix; the coefficient value is achieved. Pearson Coefficient 

is calculated by the formula below 
(5) 

Pseudocode for the Pearson coefficient 
Algorithm 4 Pearson Coefficient 
1:  
2:   Number of rows in ;   
3:  Number of columns in ;   
4:    
5: ;   

6:    
7:    

8:    
9: ;   

10:     

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the present work, the computer science based journal 
papers are collected for its title and abstract over 10 journals 
with 50 research articles. For training the JJFNN-PC, 60% of 
data is used for training and testing is performed with the 

remaining data. The experimental outcomes of JJFNN-PC 
provide the automatic journal selection process for better 
search performance are provided in this section.  

Accuracy 
Accuracy might be computed with the percentage of 

properly classified instances as given below     
                      

                  (6) 

The experimental result of proposed JJFNN-PC model 
provides the better accuracy of 94.81%. 

Precision 
The precision metric exhibits the positive class predicted 

exactness to be positive among the true class in the proposed 
RS.  

  

 
The proposed JJFNN-PC obtained the better precision of 

100% 
Recall 
The recall metric exhibits the exactness with which the 

positive class is predicted to be positive among all relavent 
journals through the proposed RS. 

   

     The proposed JJFNN-PC model obtained the better 
recall of 93.78 %.                                

F-Measures 
The F measure is to measure the accuracy-test and 

is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of the test recall 
and precision. 

                           (9) 

 
The experimental results of proposed JJFNN-PC model 

obtained the better F-measure of 96.76 % 

 

Fig. 4. Performance of  Proposed JJFNN-PC 

V. CONCLUSION 

The JJFNN-PC can greatly facilitate the task of searching 
for a scientific journal. The users have to spend their efforts 
and time for accessing the knowledge contained in scientific 
publications. Errors in matching function are seen in the 
traditional journal recommendation system.  
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The proposed JJFNN-PC is used for the automatic journal 
selection process to provide a better search performance. The 
JJFNN-PC showed that employing JS and pearson correlation 
coefficient has improved the accuracy performance for 
finding the exact journal.   

Jaccard consumed less time for similarity value prediction 
than the existing methods. In conclusion, the iterations in 
similarity checking algorithm determined the operating time. 
The accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and F-score of the 
proposed RS are measured as 94.81%, 100 %, 93.78 % and 
96.76 % respectively. The proposed RS can be used for other 
domain based journal selctions and also upgraded with the 
facility for effective journal recommendation system with 
other inputs like citation score, publishing term etc. 
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